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Abstract
As Extension faculty and staff work to meet the requirements for increased scholarship activities through multiple
outlets, a collaborative writing activity can be an important instrument in one's academic toolbox. Writing
collaboratively allows colleagues to support one another's individual strengths and work through concerns together.
This shared endeavor can help Extension professionals translate and disseminate the impacts of and findings from
Extension programming for academic and practitioner audiences.
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Introduction
The tenure and promotion expectations for field-based Extension faculty at some land-grant institutions have
been shifting (Enfield & Lee, 2004; Llewellyn, 2013). For example, expectations for tenure and promotion at
Washington State University (WSU) include publication of peer-reviewed journal articles and other forms of peerreviewed publications that may include Extension bulletins, poster presentations at professional meetings, and
other forms of media (Washington State University, 2014). These revised standards are consistent with increased
recognition for field-based Extension positions, which are now categorized as professorships and involve the same
duties and responsibilities for producing scholarship that research and instructional faculty positions have. The
standards reflect a shift away from traditional Extension publications, such as newsletters and other locally
produced publications.
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Action
In response to shifting expectations, a diverse group of youth and family Extension faculty created a professional
development experience to assist one another in strengthening skills needed for scholarship and identifying
opportunities for generating peer-reviewed publications. In 2014, the group, a mix of county-based,
departmental, and statewide Extension faculty, met in person in a neutral location—a public library meeting room
in a remote community that was away from each member's primary work location.
The goals of the group were to develop collaborative writing teams, to share ideas, and to provide support in
completing articles for submission. Prior to gathering in person, the group met several times via conference call
to outline the process that would support the experience. Understanding the world of journals emerged as one of
the first steps that would be needed in the process. The group identified the need to research and compile
information about journals that would be likely to publish Extension articles and the associated submission
requirements. The departmental Extension specialist in the group, who had a strong history of publishing in peerreviewed journals, created a journal review matrix. Each group member reviewed at least two journals and
completed the journal review matrix for each journal prior to the in-person gathering. (An example of a
completed matrix is shown in Figure 1.) The group shared their completed journal review matrices via Dropbox,
an online file storing and sharing application. This effort was a step toward choosing appropriate outlets for works
the group members would produce. As Silvia (2015) emphasized, "picking the right journal for your manuscript
takes more experience than you think to do it well" (p. 37).
Figure 1.
Example Journal Review Matrix
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The in-person gathering was launched with a reflection on each individual's writing strengths and challenges.
Silvia (2007) in a review of the writing process described specious barriers that are superficially plausible but
actually wrong. Common specious barriers to writing include poor time management, lack of regularity, negative
self-talk, poor preparation, and not waiting for inspiration. The group focused on these and other barriers to
guide a discussion of what each person viewed as his or her strengths and challenges related to writing efforts.
Identifying and acknowledging collective strengths and areas of growth or concern is vital to building effective
writing teams of any size and can help set the stage for both physical and cognitive space, as well as allow time
for individuals to manage strong feelings that can get in the way of productivity (Murray, Steckley, & MacLeod,
2012).
Setting aside time for reflection and dialogue at the beginning and end of each day of the in-person gathering
provided a forum in which faculty could express thoughts on specific aspects of their work and the collaborative
writing experience as a whole. The act of revisiting collective strengths and working through concerns together
built a foundation of mutual trust and support. Approaching writing through the lens of a team allowed the group
members to draw strength from one another and thereby push through challenging or unfamiliar realms.

Institutionalizing the Application
One year later, in spring 2015, WSU Extension established the Extension Scholarly Writing Group in which
© 2016 Extension Journal Inc.
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colleagues could support one another's publishing efforts through mentorships and accountability. This year-long
commitment generated 10 submitted publications from 12 participants. The successes of this group and the
previously described collaborative writing group demonstrate the need for faculty to set aside time for writing and
suggest that this can be done in both formal and informal settings.

Conclusion
Writing can be an empowering experience for Extension professionals, from the novice to the prolific writer.
Approaching writing with the goal of collaboration and teamwork can enable those participating to work through
and overcome fear and to find that which empowers the creative mind. It is through this collaborative approach
to writing that one can find support to help organize thoughts and ideas as well as to "discuss issues . . .
establish positions . . . stimulate writing [and] provide time and space for reflection on writing more broadly"
(MacLeod, Steckley, & Murray, 2012, p. 642).
As Extension faculty work to meet the requirements for increased publishing activities, it has become clear that
supporting the development of authorship is needed. Familiarizing oneself with journals and journal
requirements, identifying individual strengths and challenges, making a commitment to regular writing practice,
and developing a team of people with whom one can write are all instruments in one's academic toolbox. These
tools can help Extension faculty better translate and disseminate the impacts of and findings from Extension
programming for academic and practitioner audiences.
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